FireStore FS-4 – Portable DTE Recorder
The ultimate FireStore for hand-held camcorders is here... FS-4.
Now everybody can take advantage of tapeless acquisition with true
Direct To Edit™ (DTE) Technology and have the confidence of
simultaneous tape and disk recording using the smallest FireStore
ever! When you are finished shooting, connect FS-4 to your
computer and you are instantly ready to edit in the timeline! No
capturing, no file transfer, no file conversion. Just shoot, then edit!
Pricing: FS-4 (40GB) RM3,700;
FS-4 Pro (40GB) RM5,500; FS-4 Pro (80GB) RM7,500

Say goodbye to DV tapes!

EDIROL V-4 Video Mixer
EDIROL V-4 is a 4-Channel compact video mixer that’s full of
features. It is an affordable 4 input / 3 output video mixer with 240
types of high quality transitions, 90 high quality video effects like
multi-screen, Picture-in-Picture, Chorma key, Luma key & many
more.
V-4 provides independent 2 channel TBC to enable smooth
switching when mixing videos without degradation. There is no
quality loss as the V-4 internal processing is entirely digital.

EDIROL V-4 is priced at RM5,600

Canopus DVStorm XA
We are very excited on the latest DVStorm from Canopus. DVStorm
XA is a special edition of DVStorm2 where the goal is to cut down
the cost & bundle it with GREAT editing software. The result: half
the total cost of DVStorm2 Pro + EDIUS Pro 3 + Let’s EDIT 2. Best
of all, the overall performance is still the same as DVStorm2 Pro!
Full content bundle including EDIUS Pro 3, Let's EDIT 2 & Inscriber
TitleMotion Pro for Canopus.

DVStorm performance at HALF PRICE: RM3,880!
Storming The Competitors Again!

Sonia hands-free Shoulder Pad
Available from Graphics Vision is the Sonia hands-free Shoulder
Pad for camcorders. It is ideal for small and compact camcorders.
The Sonia hands-free Shoulder Pad will provide more stability &
comfort for the cameraman. You can easily adjust the support to fit
your chest / shoulder size comfortably. With the Sonia hands-free
Shoulder Pad, you don’t need the big & clumsy tripod for stability.

Sonia hands-free Shoulder Pad is priced at RM800

Note:
Check out the latest Digital Juice products, introduced during the NAB 2005 (www.digitaljuice.com): 3 new
volumes of Editor’s Toolkit, 3 new StackTraxx, 1 new VideoTraxx & 1 new Juice Drop are the latest additions.
Come & see the latest products at the Datavideo & Canopus booths in Broadcast Asia 2005, Singapore, from
14 - 17 June 2005.
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